
MOBILE USABILITY TEST P1  P2  P3  P4  P5  P6  SEVERITY TOTAL POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS & NEXT STEPS NOTES

Errors - Record and prioritize most critical errors based on your error classification.
*Red Text is a guide. Delete and replace with the errors, observations, and 
quotes from your usability tests.

Clicked the plus sign after adding dates P1  P2  P4  P5  4 4
Remove the plus sign and add some sort of apply dates or confirm dates selection 
so that users know their dates are selected and they can go to the next page.

Went to my favorites instead of creating a new hunt (2nd Task) P3  0 1
Clicked on the heart to heart it right away then went to my hearts (1st Task) P1  0 1
Selected the pig because the plus sign wasn’t working P4  0 1
Selected home to go back instead of back button P6  1 1

Observations - What are people Doing, Thinking, and Feeling? Use active verbs.

Thought the plus sign meant to add dates P1  P2  P4  4 3
Removing the plus sign so that users are not confused, and adding a confirm 
button so users know their dates are selected and can go on to next step.

Didn’t know what the plus sign was for P1  P2  P3  P4  P5  P6  4 6 Again, removing the plus sign and adding a different button to confirm.
Was confused how to apply the dates P1  P2  P3  P4  P5  P6  4 6
Thought both tasks were connected P1  P3  0 2
Was confused how the hunts were grouped P4  1 1
Had a difficult time going to the next page after dates P5  4 1

Negative Quotes - Any negative soundbytes? Record them here.
“I don’t understand the purpose of the plus sign or why its so big” P1  4
“Plus sign is in my way on every page” P3  4
”Its hard to give feedback when not all the buttons work” P2  0
“I tried to hit plus and nothing happened, so I clicked the pig” P5  4
“Plus should mean move forward” P4  4
“Plus sign should be added later” P6  4 Maybe removing the plus sign so that at the beginning stages its not in users way 

and then adding it back once theyre on the home screen or done creating a hunt.

Positive Quotes - Any positive soundbytes? Record them here.
“That’s cool that my heart goes by city” P4  
“The tasks were easy once I figured out how to get past the first page” P3  
”I like the overall design and icons” P1  
“I can understand what the icons mean” P6  
“It looks really good” P2  
“The design is simple and easy to look at and understand” P5  


